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This document, prepared by the Single.Earth staff, is to be considered as
a living document that will evolve and become more specific as we roll
out the Single.Earth platform and products. We may change any of the
details described in this document as a result of market feedback,
scientific progress, product development, or other considerations. 
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“ We are on a mission to save the natural

world by integrating nature protection
into the economy. MERIT tokens connect
wealth to Earth's health to mitigate
climate change and biodiversity loss.
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The planet is running out of time
Single.Earth was founded to solve one of humankind’s most critical challenges: the
destruction of natural ecosystems that support life. 


On a global scale, human activities have directly modified 77% of land surface and 87% of
oceans, resulting in 30% of global land area degradation, directly affecting three billion
people1. In fact, land-use change and (over)exploitation of natural resources have been the
primary drivers of ecosystem collapse over the past 50 years. 


Forests are a key component of natural ecosystems which host a high level of biodiversity
and perform vital ecological functions, including carbon sequestration. However, they are
disappearing at an extraordinary rate, primarily driven by commodity production, forestry,
and shifting agriculture2, depending on the region. Between 2011 and 2022, the world lost 411
million ha of forest, which is equivalent to 10% of the existing global tree cover3. In 2020
alone, the world lost a near-record of 25.8 million ha of forests, almost double of that in 2021. 


Despite the urgency, nature conservation is facing an enormous financing gap, estimated to
reach at least USD 600 billion per year by 20304.

1 Nkonya, E., Mirzabaev, A., & Von Braun, J. (2016). Economics of land degradation and improvement–a global
assessment for sustainable development (p. 686). Springer Nature.

2 Curtis, P. G., Slay, C. M., Harris, N. L., Tyukavina, A., & Hansen, M. C. (2018). Classifying drivers of global
forest loss. Science, 361(6407), 1108–1111.

https://doi.org/10.1126/science.aau3445

3 Hansen, M. C., Potapov, P. V., Moore, R., Hancher, M., Turubanova, S. A., Tyukavina, A., Thau, D., Stehman,
S. V., Goetz, S. J., Loveland, T. R., Kommareddy, A., Egorov, A., Chini, L., Justice, C. O., & Townshend, J. R.
(2013). High-Resolution Global Maps of 21st-Century Forest Cover Change. Science, 342(6160), 850–853.
https://doi.org/10.1126/science.1244693

4 World Economic Forum. (2020, July 14). New Nature Economy Report II: The Future Of Nature And Business.
World Economic Forum.
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Hence, there’s a pressing need to make forest preservation a more attractive and competitive
option than the more damaging uses – especially as forests are primarily seen as critical
economic resources for an estimated 1.3 billion people dependent on forests as a source of
income.


Until now, nature has been monetized primarily as raw material. Landowners earn money from
extracting natural resources: taking timber out of forests and digging peat out of wetlands.
While healthy ecosystems have an enormous existential value, they have little economic
value in the modern extractive economy, ultimately leading to the continued depletion of
nature and natural resources on our finite planet.


However, nature provides much more than just raw materials and should be valued for
biodiversity and vital ecosystem services that support all life. Single.Earth strives to shift the
current paradigm and incentivize landowners to maintain and protect the ecosystems that
make this planet habitable.
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Integrating nature protection into
the economy
Single.Earth is on a mission to help preserve existing ecosystems by making nature
protection profitable for lands of all sizes. Our immediate goal is to increase the conserved
area of mature biodiverse forests on a global scale by making forest preservation an
economically viable alternative to harvest and deforestation. Ultimately, we strive to
transform our economy by introducing the world's first nature-backed currency that explicitly
acknowledges the dependence of all economic activity and human well-being on nature.

 

Protecting existing biodiverse forests under risk of harvest and, where possible, allowing
them to grow into their full ecological potential - called proforestation - is one of the most
cost-effective, immediate, and scalable proven solutions to bend the curves of both
biodiversity loss and climate change. While proforestation maximizes nature-based carbon
sequestration, it also provides unparalleled ecosystem services such as biodiversity
enhancement, water and air quality, flood and erosion control, public health benefits, lowimpact recreation, and scenic beauty5. We need to see the forest for the trees!


By contrast, although afforestation and reforestation (planting new trees) are important,
these practices are rarely able to restore the biodiversity or ecosystem functions of primary
forests and may require decades (!) before the young trees effectively sequester carbon.
These practices are thus less effective in providing an immediate solution within the critical
decade up to 2030 that our planet calls for. In addition, afforestation requires enormous
amounts of additional land, competes with agriculture and other land uses. Sadly, it often
entails planting monocultural single-aged trees, which are unable to host the biodiversity
similar to an intact old-growth forest.
5 Moomaw, W. R., Masino, S. A., & Faison, E. K. (2019). Intact Forests in the United States: Proforestation
Mitigates Climate Change and Serves the Greatest Good. Frontiers in Forests and Global Change, 2, 27. 

https://doi.org/10.3389/ffgc.2019.00027
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At Single.Earth, we strongly believe in the power of positive financial incentives to 

drive rapid large-scale commitments to nature protection that the Earth urgently needs. 

We enable this through the following:
Credible and efficient land assessment. Thanks to our proprietary science-based global
models called the Digital Twin, which harnesses Earth's observation data, geospatial
engineering, and machine learning, we can credibly and rapidly evaluate the ecological
value of a landowner’s property without large upfront costs. Using the land risk and impact
assessment tool, we prioritize and work with lands under higher threat of destruction. We
then timestamp the assessment results through blockchain technology and mint tradeable
MERIT tokens to the landowner in the amount reflecting the ecological value of the land
Making nature protection easy and profitable for lands of all sizes. Landowners receive
MERIT tokens, i.e., revenue, ex-post for the mapped ecosystem services provided and
biodiversity hosted by their land. We constantly monitor the forest canopy cover of the
land, and the landowner is paid only if the nature on the land is preserved. Landowners
are not required to make any long-term commitments, but they must avoid clearcutting
and are expected to abide by the responsible harvesting practices set out by Single.Earth
for as long as they are engaged on the Single.Earth platform. Landowners are not required
to take additional action to improve the provision of the services (e.g., improve CO2
sequestration) beyond business as usual. Our global models evaluate the state of existing
nature instead of only considering the additional action taken by the landowner, so the
barriers to entering the market are significantly lower compared to carbon offset projects
Enabling everyone to protect nature to unlock a transformational change, including
individuals, businesses, and authorities, as part of their Environmental, Social, and
Governance (ESG) goals. By focusing our efforts on impactful lands where MERIT revenue
is able to delay or avoid harvesting, the contributors can make an impact by incentivizing
landowners to preserve the ecosystem services and biodiversity hosted by their lands as
an alternative to harvest. We work towards solutions where MERIT tokens can also be
used as payment for goods or services or held as an investment.
Single.Earth Lightpaper
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Unlike carbon offset credits, MERIT represents a financial contribution to nature preservation
and does not grant permission to offset greenhouse gas emissions or biodiversity loss
elsewhere.  



Once enough MERIT tokens are in circulation, they can be used as a payment instrument in
daily transactions between people, businesses, and institutions, seamlessly integrating the
value of living nature's services into the economy. By doing this, we can build a sustainable
economy that balances consumption with nature's capabilities.    

Learn more about our mission from this TEDx talk by our CEO, Merit Valdsalu: 

“How Making Money Will Save The Planet”
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How do we achieve that?
1. Landowners join Single.Earth 
We work with landowners, land managers, and organizations who preserve nature through
sustainable practices. Proceeds from the purchase of MERIT tokens will directly fund specific
plots of land.  
Creating MERITs starts by onboarding landowners to the Single.Earth platform
Registration and preliminary assessment. Landowners sign up via our website and enter
their land data to receive a preliminary estimate of the potential ecological value of their
land and how many MERIT tokens they can earn. Preliminary land assessments are free of
charge, non-binding, and available for everyone.
Verification and onboarding. When the landowner wishes to proceed, they are directed
to the personal identification and the know-your-customer (KYC) processes. We verify the
identity of every client, check their land ownership records, and run anti-moneylaundering (AML) risk assessments. Single.Earth holds a crypto service provider license by
the Financial Intelligence Unit of Estonia.
2. Our Digital Twin models evaluate and monitor the lands

We identify and onboard lands at high harvest risk as determined by our internal risk and
impact assessment. Using our global science-based Digital Twin models, we assess the
ecological characteristics of the land, initially the gross CO2 removal capacity. Soon we will
complement it with the assessment of carbon stocks and biodiversity indices. Furthermore,
we monitor the land's forest canopy cover in near-real-time to verify intactness as long as the
landowner engages with Single.Earth (see more in the chapter on Land Assessment and
Monitoring, page 9).
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3. Landowners receive MERIT tokens and can either sell them or allocate them for
contributions via the Single.Earth platform 

After completing the verification and official assessment processes, Single.Earth begins
issuing fungible MERIT tokens to the landowner’s digital wallet. Instead of one-time
payments, landowners get a stream of income by selling the continuously issued tokens or
allocating them for monetary contributions via the simple and secure Single.Earth platform.
4. Nature-backed MERIT is used as a contribution to nature protection and in the future,

in daily transactions

In the first phase, persons interested to contribute financially to nature preservation have two
options on the Single.Earth platform: (a) buy and hold MERIT contributing to building the
world’s first nature-backed currency (while further use cases are being developed), or (b)
make a monetary contribution to nature protection without receiving any tokens in return (for
corporate clients). In the latter case, the contributor receives a Contribution Certificate and
Single.Earth “burns” a corresponding amount of MERIT tokens as a record of the assessed
ecosystem services (to avoid double claims for the same value). The Contribution Certificate
describes and quantifies the positive environmental outcome (including hectares of forest
preserved) of the financial contribution made and could be used, for instance, for achieving
companies’ ESG goals.


The full impact of the MERIT currency emerges when it is widely used for daily transactions
that contribute to nature preservation globally. MERIT could seamlessly integrate paying for
ecosystem services into our daily lives and into the economy. Eventually, by limiting the total
number of MERIT in circulation with the planetary boundaries, we will head towards a truly
sustainable world.


Read more from Andrus Aaslaid, CTO of Single.Earth: Is the Future of Money Nature-Backed?
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Land assessment and monitoring
Upon land data entry, we perform a risk and impact assessment of the lands, allowing us to
identify and onboard ecologically valuable forests under high risk of destruction. We consider
the region's primary drivers of forest loss. For instance, given that forest loss in most
temperate and boreal forests in Europe is driven by forestry, we estimate the forest value as
timber considering the maturity of trees, conservation restrictions, and topography on the
specific plot.


We are using Single.Earth's Digital Twin models for the virtual representation of global intact
forest area and its ecological features. Currently, our models assess gross CO2 removal, and
we continue to develop additional indicators. The models are based on state-of-the-art
methodologies, global satellite-based datasets (e.g., Global maps on forest cover change6,
Global maps on forest carbon fluxes7), geospatial engineering, and machine learning. The
Digital Twin is constantly updated and improved while ensuring transparency and
reproducibility by storing the underlying code on an open-access GitHub repository.


Bi-weekly, we monitor the intactness of the forest canopy cover of the lands onboarded 

to the Single.Earth platform with our in-house monitoring tool that utilizes satellite data
(Sentinel-1) and machine learning models. We only issue MERIT tokens to the landowner as
long as the forest stays intact and is managed sustainably according to the responsible
harvesting practices set out by Single.Earth. If we detect unreconciled clearcutting or land
conversion, we cease minting MERIT tokens.

6 Hansen, M. C., Potapov, P. V., Moore, R., Hancher, M., Turubanova, S. A., Tyukavina, A., Thau, D., Stehman, S.
V., Goetz, S. J., Loveland, T. R., Kommareddy, A., Egorov, A., Chini, L., Justice, C. O., & Townshend, J. R. (2013).
High-Resolution Global Maps of 21st-Century Forest Cover Change. Science, 342(6160), 850–853. 

https://doi.org/10.1126/science.1244693

7 Harris, N. L., Gibbs, D. A., Baccini, A., Birdsey, R. A., Bruin, S. de, Farina, M., Fatoyinbo, L., Hansen, M. C.,
Herold, M., Houghton, R. A., Potapov, P. V., Suarez, D. R., Roman-Cuesta, R. M., Saatchi, S. S., Slay, C. M.,
Turubanova, S. A., & Tyukavina, A. (2021). Global maps of twenty-first century forest carbon fluxes. Nature
Climate Change, 11(3), 234–240. https://doi.org/10.1038/s41558-020-00976-6
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Our in-house science team is currently updating the land valuation framework (see Figure 1,
page 10) and working toward including more ecological parameters such as carbon stock and
biodiversity (as ecosystem integrity index) besides CO2 removal. We integrate various
ecological parameters and units into a single coherent score per land area (plot). In addition,
we evaluate the land's performance concerning the local context (for instance, the ecoregion
where the land is based).


In future stages we aim to explore further, expand, and modify our assessments to other
types of ecosystems (e.g., wetlands, peatlands).


Whole land plot

taken into account

Normalization

steps

Ecological parameter 1

(Carbon flux)

Normalization rule 1

EP 1 score

Ecological parameter 2

(Biodiversity)

Normalization rule 2

EP 2 score

Ecological parameter

n

Normalization rule n

EP n score

Final land

value

MTs issued based on
the land plot area

*EP - Ecological parameter

Figure 1. Land valuation methodology
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Nature-backed MERIT tokens
“

If you are a forest owner today, the primary means of making money is to cut the trees down
and sell them as timber. Meanwhile, the lands are providing valuable ecosystem services as
the very same trees are growing, such as sequestering CO2, contributing to the water
ecosystem, supporting biodiversity, providing habitat for animals and many more. However,
as a society we are used to taking these resources for granted and have failed to make any
monetary contribution to landowners for sustaining such services.


Single.Earth has an ecological sciences and data science team of 20+ people developing and
operating scientific Digital Twin models used for the assessment and monitoring of the
ecological features of the lands onboarded to Single.Earth. Based on these, we create a
digital model for each land that acts as the oracle of the MERIT minting mechanism. MERIT
incentivises landowners to preserve their forests as it provides an alternative and regular
income source.



–– Andrus Aaslaid, CTO and co-founder of Single.Earth

MERIT is a virtual currency (a token) that represents and protects the work nature does to
sustain life by removing and storing carbon and hosting biodiversity. MERIT is issued to
landowners based on the ecological value of their lands for as long as nature is preserved.


The first version of the MERIT token represents 100 kg of CO2 sequestered by a specific plot
of land added to the Single.Earth platform. To offer a holistic approach, indicators on
biodiversity and carbon stocks will be incorporated to the next iteration of the token.
Single.Earth Lightpaper
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Single.Earth creates a digital model of each plot of land and uses it as a base for
tokenization (see the chapter on Land Assessment and Monitoring), turning the values
generated by the carbon and biodiversity models into digital assets – MERIT tokens. 


MERIT tokens are utility tokens using the standard SPL (Solana Program Library) contracts.
The utility value of the tokens is related to the sustainability (ESG) goals of companies, where
MERIT contributes to fulfilling these goals.


MERIT is built on the Solana infrastructure, which has a small ecological (energy) footprint.
Solana uses a PoS (proof of stake) proofing mechanism, as opposed to PoW (proof of work),
utilized by, for example, Bitcoin and Ethereum. The time anchors stored in PoW blockchains
are therefore with a larger ecological footprint than the rest of the MERIT ecosystem. Solana
was chosen after long deliberation based on both, the technical and ecological reasons - all
PoW blockchains had to be eliminated, as were the chains with exotic contract languages,
low transaction throughput and the ones with insignificant presence on exchanges.


What makes the MERIT token uniqu
Utility value, representing a contribution to ESG goals. ESG disclosure and due diligence
regulations are enforced on many large companies and financial market participants over
the coming years. Also, companies increasingly improve and report on their ESG
performance voluntarily to meet investor and consumer demands and to create a
competitive edge
A cap limited to the amount and quality of nature on Earth, regular minting cycle and no
fixed supply as the number of tokens in circulation is ultimately limited by the planetary
boundaries.
Designed to become a payment instrument with relative price stability and to be used in
daily transactions, so that with every payment we all give back to nature
Holistic ecosystem valuation and tokenization. MERIT tokens will go beyond carbon
removal only by incorporating additional indicators on carbon stocks and biodiversity. 
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The minting process is run on regular intervals and each time the threshold for the MERIT
token to be generated is achieved (i.e. 100kg of CO2 sequestered), one MERIT is minted. All
minting parameters, models and source data are published at GitHub, hence the minting
procedure can be reconstructed and verified based on the GitHub data only. This mechanism
ensures the transparency and auditability of the entire minting process. It’s also a foundation
to any collaborative efforts in the future that would take place outside the Single.Earth
domain, such as crowdsourced science initiatives and DAO (Distributed Autonomous
Organization) that will be set up for governing a global scientific effort to accurately and
consensually describe ecosystem services creation and value.



The total number of MERIT tokens changes over time. It is increased by the minting based on
the work done by the lands on the platform and decreased by burning tokens (permanently
taking them out of circulation). There is no fixed circulating supply of MERIT tokens.



The rate of minting new MERIT tokens depends on the size and characteristics of the land
added to the Single.Earth platform. For each specific plot of land a regular check is run to
calculate and confirm the number of tokens to be minted for the previous cycle. Initially
checks happen once a day, but the frequency can be adjusted generally or for individual land
if necessary.



A burn mechanism is used on two occasions: (a) to permanently remove tokens from
circulation to avoid any double claims for the (ESG) contributions made and (b) in the future,
a small part of MERITs are removed from circulation with each purchase of services or goods
paid in MERIT. Consequently, the inflationary pressure on the MERIT token declines. 



Different fees are collected on specific transactions. A fee is applied on the initial token sale
by the landowner or on the proceeds received through contributions. The fee is paid in EUR
and is automatically deducted by Single.Earth. Also, the corporate contributors must pay a
fee to Single.Earth. Initially, there will be no fees for the buyers of tokens.
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Price discover
The MERIT token narrative has been to reflect the 100kg of CO2 equivalent on the market.
Considering the price differences on today’s markets, our initial price discovery method is
based on the acceptable ROI model of the commodity value interest rate, expected to
yield a single-digit annual ROI based on commodity value interest
The initial market entry price is therefore a weighted average of ROI negotiated with the
landowner and aligned with the price of carbon instruments on the market
The second phase of price discovery is based on an auction mechanism, where MERIT
tokens from landowners are pooled together and auctioned off at regular intervals. 


Initial trading with MERIT will become privately available on the Single.Earth Marketplace.
Later, trading will be available on public exchanges supporting the Solana blockchain. In the
first phase, acquiring MERIT in euros (EUR) is possible via standard methods such as card
payment or SEPA transfer. In the second phase, it will be possible to sell MERIT on the
Single.Earth Marketplace at current market conditions and received euros could be
transferred via a defined payment method to the account holder.


In the long term, the decisions about pricing and stability mechanisms will be delegated to
the appropriate DAO committee that governs the monetary policy of the MERIT token.
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About the company
Single.Earth is a GreenTech company with significant venture capital (VC) funding for
scientific research and innovation development in nature-based solutions. The founding story
starts in 2019 in Estonia, where environmentalist Merit Valdsalu and life-long engineer Andrus
Aaslaid tackled the very local issue of intensive logging. “We wanted to find alternatives for
monetizing forests and soon realized that it’s not just Estonian forests that need saving – it’s
all forests and, moreover, all nature,” describes Merit, the CEO and voice of the company.

Since 2019, Single.Earth has become one of the fastest-growing startups in the field, with a
unique asset: a dedicated in-house science and research team to develop and build a toolset
for mitigating climate change and biodiversity loss worldwide.

Single.Earth is a registered virtual asset service provider holding a license issued by the Estonian
Financial Intelligence Unit (license no. FVT000524).
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Science and research
Our in-house interdisciplinary science team consists of 20 highly skilled researchers and data
scientists with advanced degrees and backgrounds in carbon accounting, environmental and
climate change modeling, ecosystem services, biodiversity, public health, and other relevant
fields. The science team assesses the peer-reviewed literature and collaborates with
universities, NGOs, and other partners to identify modeling approaches and data sources to
improve and refine the land assessment process.

Coming from

Donalda Karnauskaite

Head of Research, PhD

Jüri Sildam

Data Science Lead, PhD

Nature-based solutions,
ecosystem services, biodiversity

PhD in oceanography,  
previously in NATO

Kuno Kasak

Researcher (Natural Climate
Solutions), PhD

Katrin Meschin

Geospatial analyst

UC Berkeley, carbon sinks and

3D spatial data analysis of
forest environment

Lauren Baldarelli

Researcher (Natural Climate
Solutions), PhD

Timothee Debulac

Data Scientist, PhD

Soil carbon, biodiversity

PhD in cosmology, ex-Testlio

Atılcan Kebabcı

Environmental Modelling Specialist

Shaya van Houdt

Biodiversity and Natural
Climate Solution Expert

restoration

Environmental management,
biological engineering

Conservation management,
wildlife conservation

Igor Miilvee

Carbon and Natural Climate
Solutions Expert

Massimiliano Sanfilippo

Senior Carbon and Natural Climate
Solutions Expert

Industrial processes greenhouse gases

Climate change mitigation,

Katherine von Stackelberg

Senior Researcher, PhD

Karen Gonzalez Downs

Biodiversity and Natural Climate
Solution Expert

and climate change adaptation

Harvard, intersection between
science and policy

tropical forestry

Biodiversity conservation,
environmental engineer

See all team members on our website -->
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Technology and product development
Coming from

Jens Kasemets

Chief Product Officer

Jaan Priisalu

Chief Security Officer

Ex-Skype, ex-Wire, web3
enthusiast

Former Head of Estonian
Cybersecurity

Jaanus Lillenberg

Chief Development Officer
Seasoned ICT director

Alo Vallikivi


Marketplace

Lead

y. securities-related
experience, trader, broker;
retail investment products
20

Ivan Zarans

Chief Information Officer
Veteran in data processing,
engineering, and infrastructure

Indrek Jõgi

Software Development Lead
Full-stack dev, blockchain,
web3 enthusiast

Business development, marketing, and customer service
Coming from

Gerd Laub


Chief Legal Officer

+ years in financial regulation,
law, and leadership
20

Maarika Truu


Head

of Sales & Partnerships

Experienced sales leader and
startup consultant, ex-Pipedrive

Birgit Aru

Head

of Standards and Frameworks

Consultant on sustainability and climate
policy frameworks, ex- European Commission


Francois Barnard

Natural

Capital Lead

Sustainable development,
conservation finance

Liisi Ruuse


Tarmo Virki


Growth

20

Head

of Digital Marketing

strategist, startup
marketing
Andre
Head

Kalde

of Finance

Experienced professional in
finance and banking, ex-EY

Head

of Communications

y. in journalism, startup
communication, ex-Reuters

Jorge Alexandre

Onboarding / AML
Experienced KYC professional and
leader, ex-Wise

See all team members on our website -->
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Roadmap
2019

Garage48 Future of Wood Hackathon winners. Participated in the
Climate-KIC, Beamline Accelerator, AccelerateEstonia governmental
program.

2020

Raised a pre-seed round led by Icebreaker.vc and Ragnar Sass, founder
of Pipedrive.

2021 July

Raised $7.9M led by EQT Ventures, joined by Icebreaker.vc, Ragnar Sass
and Martin Henk, founders of Pipedrive.

2021 September

Opening pre-registration for landowners and waitlisting for token
buyers.

2021 November

Assembling the in-house science and research team, intensive work on
the Digital Twin, land assessment methodologies and models.

2021 December

Received the virtual asset service provider license from the Financial
Intelligence Unit of Estonia.

2022 January

The Digital Twin and land assessment methodology launch, including
forest cover and gross carbon evaluation. First version of the token has
an assigned value of 1 MERIT = 100 kg of CO2 captured by biodiverse
nature. Very early access and user testing with the first landowners
from Brazil and Europe.
4 billion ha of forests monitored and analyzed based on satellite dat
1+ terabytes of data analyze
200+ years of scientific work collectively done by our team

2022 April

Single.Earth's platform for landowners launches in beta. Over 1500 preregistered landowners get access to the preliminary land assessment.
Close to one million hectares of forest and other land types are added
within the first five weeks.
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2022 June

Landowners' platform opens to the public. All landowners can create an
account, add their lands, and discover preliminary assessment results. For
this early phase, we can automatically verify and onboard landowners
(min 3 hectares of forest) in the European Economic Area (EEA) and
review those outside the EEA case by case. Our goal is to expand to
wetlands, grasslands, and other natural resources in the coming years.

2022 August

Land assessment methodology is upgraded with indicators of carbon
stocks and biodiversity.

2022 September Single.Earth opens for buyers in the EEA. In the first phase “Buy and hold
MERIT” becomes available. Additional functionalities and use cases will be
announced in later stages. MERIT offers an accessible and meaningful
way to contribute to nature preservation, fulfill personal green goals and/
or invest into a green future with a nature-based cryptoasset.
Future vision

MERIT is created to become a widely used and accepted nature-based
currency. All daily transactions between individuals, businesses, and
institutions could seamlessly integrate into the value of services offered
by healthy ecosystems. Further exploration of the Metaverse, Land NFTs,
and DAO (science community) will be introduced over the coming years.

MERIT Pay (virtual card)
MERIT Trade (external wallets and exchanges)
MERIT rollout begins to individual (Buy&Hold) and corporate (Contribute) buyers
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Learn more on the 


Get in touch via email


Single.Earth ––> Website


––> info@single.earth


and --> Blog

Join us on ––> Discord


Follow the journey

